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EMX Sensor Excitation, Using XVS vs. SPS

When using an analog input device like an EMX, you may have the need to power your sensors. With the 
ATI EMX device there are two ways you can accomplish this, with either with XVS or SPS depending on 
what type of EMX is in use. This provides a way to power your sensors, utilizing the same EMX breakout 
cable/box.

To configure XVS in VISION, after adding your EMX device to your project you can add the following 
items to a Datalist in your project:

XVS

In the Datalist (8-channel EMXAI used for this example), ‘IOM1_XVS1’ refers to the sensor power output 
for channels 1-4. ‘IOM1_XVS2’ is for channels 5-8. For a 16-channel device, ‘IOM2_XVS1’ would 
handle channels 9-12, and ‘IOM2_XVS2’ would handle channels 13-16
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SPS stands for Sensor Power Supply. This is only available in conjunction with our High-Speed analog 
boards. To configure SPS, after adding your EMX to your project you can configure SPS by adding some 
items from this location to a Datalist:

SPS

_Adjust is where you set the voltage output level. _Enable will toggle the output on and off. _Status 
gives the status of the output (anything other than ‘OK’ can indicate a short). 

So, configuring IOM1_XVS1 would give you the same sensor power output for channels 1-4. You can 
see the corresponding pins on your breakout box (or labeled on your breakout cable) for XVS as well. 
The pin labeled ‘XVS’ would be your positive terminal and use any GND for the negative. 
 
XVS channel numbering is based on breakout box configurations. The modular breakout boxes, such as 
161-0015, have both XVS outputs going to all 8 connectors.

_Enable will toggle the output on and off. _Volts is where you set the voltage level. On your breakout 
box or cable, the pin labeled ‘SPS’ would be your positive terminal and use any GND for the negative.
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• XVS has a max drive current of 250mA and a voltage range of 3-15vdc per bank.
• XVS is inherently less accurate than SPS and can be used to power more than one sensor at a 

time.
• SPS has a max current drive of 50mA and a voltage range of 5-15vdc per output.

• SPS outputs are recommended for sensors that have voltage outputs that are a ratio of their 
power supply voltage due to their tighter voltage regulation as compared to XVS outputs.

• It is not recommended to power more than one sensor per SPS output.

Technical Specs

For additional questions, contact ATI support at support@accuratetechnologies.com.


